OMNIGO TRAQ7
DIGITAL EVIDENCE
At Omnigo, we set the standard in evidence management solutions. We’re
constantly innovating and updating our solutions based on our industry
expertise and customer feedback, and now we’re proud to introduce our
latest version of evidence management – TraQ7 Digital Evidence.

omnigo.com

TRAQ7 IS AN END-TO-END SOLUTION FOR DIGITAL AND
PHYSICAL EVIDENCE COLLECTION STORAGE:
 Stores all data in a one digital ecosystem
 Available on all devices
 Secure
 Customizable
 Court admissible
 Reduces your overall cost and labor footprint

A Complete End-to-End
Solution
Manage evidence collection and
storage from intake through
disposal on virtually any device.

Minimize the Need for
Follow-Up Requests and
Clarification
Clear and understandable workflows
reduce confusion and streamline
your processes through sharing,
requesting and uploading evidence
from outside systems

Ensure All Evidence Is in
One Place and the Chain
of Custody Is Auditable
Store all of your digital and
physical evidence in one place
and ensure chain of custody is
auditable with logging and
monitoring mechanisms

WHAT ELSE CAN YOU EXPECT FROM TRAQ7?
 Ability to tell a clear story of the crime scene and ensure
that probable cause can be followed
 Complies with CJIS requirements
 Access Responsive, Mobile, and Modern UI on all
devices including mobile, laptops, and desktops
 Court admissible
 Provides an accurate, comprehensive collection
of evidence
 Designed to reduce your overall
cost/labor footprint
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TRAQ6 VS TRAQ7
When you upgrade from TraQ6 to TraQ7, you can expect a more modern, secure,
customizable experience across all devices, including mobile, tablets, laptops, and desktops.
TraQ6

Benefit

TraQ7

Evidence dashboard with tasks for the day

X

Overdue reminders with physical evidence transferred out

X

Physical evidence pickup requests

X

Robust inventory system

X

X

Customizable to meet your needs

X

X

Share digital evidence with outside agencies

X

Civilian uploads of digital evidence

X

Easy-to-follow folders to organize digital evidence

X

Large file uploads (100GB/file size limit)

X

Mobile app

X

Centralized location for ease of access and organization

X

X

Cloud-based

X

X

THE BENEFITS OF A USING TRAQ7 ON A CLOUD-BASED
PLATFORM
Omnigo’s evidence management solutions have long set the standard in the
industry, and we’re proud to enhance our software by offering a cloud-based
version of TraQ7. When you choose to use the cloud for TraQ7, you can expect:
 Greater productivity and reduction in operating costs through gained
efficiencies and a responsive interface
 Enhanced functionality and times savings through task-driven workflows
 Improved awareness through notifications and tasks
 Control, quality, and standardizations through personalized
customizations
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ABOUT OMNIGO
For more than 20 years, Omnigo software solutions have been
the preferred choice for law enforcement, education, healthcare,
gaming, hospitality, and corporate enterprises. Currently,
Omnigo’s solutions are used by over 2,000 customers in 20
different countries. At Omnigo, we’re committed to helping
customers secure their organizations’ property, control
operational costs, and ensure the safety of the general public.
We believe our customers deserve the best support available to
protect their people, assets, and brand. We also understand how
challenging it can be to protect the community without the
proper resources. We’re here to arm users with the best tools in
the industry. With a team that includes former law enforcement,
first responders, and other public safety professionals, we’re
uniquely qualified to understand exactly what our customers
need to protect their community.

LEARN MORE OR
REQUEST A LIVE DEMO
call: 866.421.2374
email: sales@omnigo.com
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